The asymmetric diffraction peak profiles and peak shift of conventional powder diffractometry systems caused by the angular divergence along the vertical axis are reproduced by asymmetrized peak profile functions. The asymmetrization is achieved by convoluting the angular dispersions of both incident and scattered beams along the vertical axis. A general method for mapping vertical window functions to the horizontal direction is proposed, and the formulas of two types of horizontal window functions mapped from symmetric double vertical Bartlett ͑triangular͒ and Gaussian window functions are presented. Both formulas incorporate a single asymmetry parameter connected with the open width of the Soller slits along the vertical direction. When experimental diffraction peak profiles are fitted by asymmetrized pseudo-Voigt functions, the asymmetry parameter gives good coincidence with the Soller slit angle, which is clearly specified in a given diffractometer.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is generally accepted that the experimental diffraction peak profiles are the convolution of the wavelength spectrum with various functions arising from instrumental factors and specimen defects. 1 In powder diffractometry with large vertical divergence, the diffraction peaks are shifted from their original positions and peak profiles become asymmetric. Rietveld has introduced a ''semiempirical'' asymmetry factor intended to correct peak shapes for this effect. 2 Howard has
proposed an approximation of asymmetric diffraction peaks by a sum of Gaussians which incorporates a single asymmetry parameter. 3 The Howard method is based on a convolution of a Gaussian profile with a rectangular window profile along the vertical direction. However, the assumed geometry does not match the double Soller slit geometry shown in Fig.  1 , which is commonly adopted in commercial powder x-ray diffractometry systems with divergent beam sources.
Although considerable improvements in analysis of neutron or synchrotron diffractometry have recently been achieved, 4 mathematically clear formalism applicable to the double Soller slit geometry of conventional powder x-ray diffractometers has not yet been reported to the author's knowledge. Considering the rapid development of computers and computing methods, it is worth establishing a precise mathematical model for commonly used diffractometry systems, even if the exact form might need more computation time than approximated ones. In this article, the author presents mathematical models for diffraction peak profile asymmetrized by vertical divergence of both incident and scattered beams limited by double Soller slit geometry, and an example of fitting to experimental diffraction peak profiles.
II. MODEL FUNCTIONS
A. General procedure for mapping vertical window functions to horizontal direction Figure 2 illustrates the general geometry of powder diffractometry including vertical divergence. Here ␣ and ␤ are, respectively, the angles of the deviations of the incident and scattered beams from the horizontal plane. The diffraction angle 2 0 for given ␣ and ␤ is exactly related to the horizontal angle 2 by the following equation:
The function z(␣,␤) can be approximated by
on the assumption that ␣ and ␤ are sufficiently small. By changing the variables (␣,␤) to (x,y) by ␣ϵ(xϩy)/ͱ2 and ␤ϵ(xϪy)/ͱ2, the above relation can be simplified as
where tϵtan 0 . We assume that the vertical window profiles of the incident and scattered beams to be f V1 (␣) and f V2 (␤), and the horizontal profile to be f H (2⌰Ϫ2), where 2⌰ is the horizontal angle which defines the position of the receiving slit or the detector. When we define ⌬2ϵ2⌰Ϫ2 0 , the convoluted profile function P(⌬2) has a general form of
where ␦(x) is the Dirac delta function. The integration of Eq.
͑5͒ on 2 gives
͑6͒
When we compare the above formula with the following standard form of convolution:
where w(z) is the window function to be convoluted to the original profile function f H (z), w(z) is found to be given by the following integration:
or alternatively,
B. Mapping of vertical Bartlett windows to the horizontal direction
If the Soller slits are ideally designed and the beam source or the detector have sufficient length in the vertical direction, the vertical window functions should have the profile of a triangle as illustrated in Fig. 3 , which is known as a Bartlett window in the field of time series analysis. 5 The normalized Bartlett window function f B () with the full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of ⌽ B is given by
͑10͒
and f B ()ϭ0, elsewhere. Usually the Soller slits for the incident and scattered beams have symmetric geometry, that is,
The horizontal window function w BB (z) mapped from Eqs. ͑4͒, ͑10͒, and ͑11͒ is derived by solving the integration in Eq. ͑9͒. In case tр1(2 0 Ͻ90°), the analytical solution of w BB has the following forms: In case tϾ1, w BB can be derived from the above form and the following relation: Figure 4 plots the profiles of the w BB (z) function for various t values. It should be noted that w BB (z) has finite width at tϭ1, which means that the vertical divergence in conventional diffractometry system contributes to the width of the convoluted diffraction peak, even if tϭ1.
C. Mapping of vertical Gaussian windows to the horizontal direction
Although the geometry of Soller slits is naturally modeled by the double vertical Bartlett windows discussed in the preceding section, we here examine the formula for mapping vertical Gaussian windows, the analytical solution of which is easier owing to the infinite integral range. Furthermore, a model based on Gaussian windows will be appropriate, if the real Soller slits have random error in geometry. The normalized Gaussian window function f G () with the FWHM of ⌽ G is given by
͑18͒
where
The profile of f G () is illustrated in Fig. 3 . When the Soller slits for the incident and scattered beams have symmetric geometry again,
The horizontal window function w GG mapped by Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑9͒ has a much more simple analytical form than w BB , that is,
where K 0 (x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Figure 5 plots the profiles of the w GG (z) function for various t values. The profile of w GG (z) is found to be quite similar to that of w BB (z) shown in Fig. 4 , while the analytical forms are considerably different.
III. APPLICATION TO FIT EXPERIMENTAL PEAK PROFILES
In this section, the above models for powder diffraction profiles are tested by fitting to experimental powder x-ray diffraction data. Experimental diffraction profiles of Si were collected with a commercial powder x-ray diffractometer, Rigaku RINT-2000, with a Cu K␣ radiation tube as the x-ray source. The radius of the goniometer circle is 185 mm, and 0.15 mm width receiving slit, 1°-open divergence and scattering slits were used. The specified Soller slit angle 5°is identified with twice the FWHM of the vertical window functions. No corrections of the instrumental error were applied. The overall profile function is calculated by numerical integration of Eq. ͑7͒, assuming that the horizontal profile is expressed by a pseudo-Voigt function,
ϭ1.36603
where ⌫ G and ⌫ L are Gaussian and Lorentzian FWHMs. Two types of window functions, w BB (z) defined by Eqs. ͑12͒-͑15͒ and w GG (z) defined by Eq. ͑21͒ are examined. The position and the integrated intensity of the K␣ 1 peak (2 0 , f ), Gaussian and Lorentzian FWHMs (⌫ G ,⌫ L ), constant background f 0 , and the FWHM of the Soller slits ⌽ B or ⌽ G are treated as independent adjustable parameters for each peak. The results of the least-squares fit to 111-533 reflections are listed in Tables I and II . The R factor for the profile fitting R P defined by
where Y (2 i ) obs and Y (2 i ) calc are, respectively, observed and calculated data, are listed in the last columns of the tables. Figures 6 and 7 show the experimental Si 111-reflection data, the best fit curves and the deviations. The observed asymmetry of the peak is well reproduced by the model functions. Practically no significant difference has been found in the best fit curve or estimated parameters between models based on Bartlett and Gaussian window functions. identified with half of the specified Soller slit open angle. The estimated FWHM of the horizontal Gaussian component ⌫ G is close to the value 0.046°which is the arctangent of the ratio of the receiveng slit width to goniometer radius. It should be noted that the iteration steps in the curve fitting procedure normally converged in all cases, and the final values of ⌽ B and ⌽ G are plausible, even if 2 0 is near 90°and the profile is almost symmetric, which supports that not only the asymmetry but also the symmetric feature of the convoluted profile is considerably affected by the vertical divergence. Simultaneous estimation of ⌫ G , ⌫ L and ⌽ B or ⌽ G for each peak seems to have uncertainty due to the mutual correlations. However, these uncertainties are expected to be avoided in a Rietveld analysis, when the angular dependences of ⌫ G and ⌫ L are properly modeled and a constant value for ⌽ B or ⌽ G is assumed. Since ⌽ B or ⌽ G is a purely instrumental factor, the value can be fixed, if the geometry of the Soller slits of a given diffractometer is once precisely specified.
